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In making a contribution to the Festschift for 
József Laszlovszky, a scholar who characteristi-
cally takes big perspectives, asks broad ques-
tions, and sees patterns between widely dispa-
rate medieval topics, it is fitting to explore a 
topic with similar horizons. Thus, the issue of 
sweeping proportions investigated here is the 
borders of the Mongol Empire, particularly the 
question of its northern border. We often read 
that the Mongols in the thirteenth century pos-
sessed “the largest historical empire in terms of 
contiguous territory,” and its maximum size is 
set at 24 million km2.1 A distinction is made be-
tween the British Empire as the largest histori-
cal empire at 35.5 million km2 (in 1920) and the 
Mongol Empire, listed as the second largest, al-
beit one not divided over several continents. The 
consistent reinforcement of these numbers and 
rankings on popular online sources like Wiki-
pedia,2 or Worldatlas,3 makes them something 
like official, canonical facts.

Ever since modern scholarship began trying 
to quantify and depict the extent of the Mongol 
Empire, map representations have apparently 
been constructed based on primary sources. 
While much primary source material is available 
to outline the Mongol Empire’s limits to the south, 
west, and east,4 the situation becomes much less 
clear for the northern borders owing to sparse 
records. Thus, how exactly are historians deter-
mining the Mongols’ northernmost extent, and 
more significantly, are current representations 
accurate? After all, if the northernmost extent of 
the Mongol Empire is not accurately depicted it 
certainly calls into question the standard approx-
imation of its total land area. 

Answers are seldom clear-cut when dealing 
with questions of how a medieval administration 

founded by pastoral nomads delineated the bor-
ders of its state. Three considerations help make 
better sense of the issue. Firstly, we need to in-
vestigate modern historical scholarship to trace 
how this northern border was initially deter-
mined. Secondly, we must revisit the primary 
sources to see what they say about Mongol con-
quests in the north. Thirdly, we must take the 
Mongols’ own ideology and political philosophy 
into account, considering how they perceived the 
extent of their own state and defined a popula-
tion’s or geographical region’s inclusion in it. 
Taking all these perspectives into account, I con-
tend that we ultimately reach the conclusion that 
the Mongol Empire’s northern borders are mis-
represented. Based on the Mongols’ claims of 
rulership and their recorded interference in 
northern regions, it appears that representations 
of the Mongol Empire on maps have depressed 
the actual extent of its real and claimed control; 
it was in fact the world’s largest empire.

In the first issue pertaining to modern map 
depictions, it appears that the northern border 
is drawn today based on earlier maps that placed 
it somewhat arbitrarily. A standard map of the 

The Mongol Empire’s Northern Border:  
Re-evaluating the Surface Area of the  

Mongol Empire
S t e p h e n  p o w *

* Central European University, Department of Medieval 
Studies

► Fig. 1. A standard depiction of the Mongol Empire on 
Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, accessed: October 22, 2018, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mongols-map.png. 
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Mongol Empire on Wikipedia (Fig. 1) shows that 
with the exception of a deviation along the Amur 
River, the Mongol Empire’s northern border ap-
pears to be more or less a straight line, as though 
the Mongols established their border from the 
Amur to Moscow along a parallel of latitude – 
something that is, of course, anachronistic. The 
Encyclopædia Britannica gives an alternative 
approach, featuring a suspiciously detailed and 
undulating northern border, dropping south-
ward along the Ob River for some unknown 
reason and then rising precipitously northward 
in the region west of Lake Baikal.5 It appears that 
such modern depictions owe something to the 
map in a popular work of the last century, The 
Mongols: A History (1908), written by American 
folklorist and celebrated author, Jeremiah Curtin 
(Fig. 2). A talented enthusiast with varied inter-
ests rather than a specialized historian of the 
Mongols, his northern border features these 
same characteristic undulations, but it should 

raise some suspicion for today’s historians that 
the most defined sections of the Mongols’ border 
occur in a region where their northern neighbor 
is listed as “Unknown Countries.” William R. 
Shepherd’s Historical Atlas (1923) made another 
early twentieth-century map of the Mongol 
Empire in which its northern border is basically 
straight, lacking any undulations along the 
boundary of the Ob and Amur; in fact, Mongol 
dominion stretches far north of the Amur here 
(Fig. 3). Modern depictions, such as that found 
on Wikipedia, represent hybrids between these 
two earlier, basically arbitrary approaches. It is 
telling that D’Ohsson and Bretschneider were 
experts who closely consulted the primary 
sources and while they did provide detailed 
maps of Eurasia in the front matter of their re-
spective works, they conspicuously avoided 
drawing any northern borders of the Mongol 
Empire.6 Maps with such borders appear to have 
originated in general works.

► Fig. 2. The Mongol Empire’s northern border. Attribution: Jeremiah Curtin, The Mongols: A History (Boston: Little, Brown, and 
Company, 1908).
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Thus, the second consideration is exploring the 
textual evidence to determine if a remapping of 
the Mongol Empire’s northern frontier is in or-
der. Meager though it is, the evidence does sug-
gest that Mongol control extended far north of 
where modern conventions have established it. 
Carpini detailed that after their conquest of the 
Volga Bulgars and Magna hungaria the Mongols 
campaigned northward against people called 
“parrosites” who lived on steam inhaled from 
meat broth, and then the Samoyeds “who live 
entirely on their hunting,” until finally they 
reached the shores of the Arctic Ocean, populat-
ed by monsters including men who bark like 
dogs.7 In a separate passage, Carpini listed the 
parrosites and Samoyeds among the Mongols’ 
subject peoples,8 though C. de Bridia, repeating 
Carpini’s narrative about these northern peo-
ples, added that the Mongols despised them for 
their poverty or monstrousness.9 he also im-
plies the conquests reached the Arctic Ocean in 
the north.10 

It is tempting to dismiss these stories as out-
growths of the Alexander Romance-type of medi-
eval literature that envisioned a world beyond 
Latin Christendom peopled by dog-headed men 
and other monsters, but that approach is short-
sighted. The Franciscan William of Rubruck’s 
remarkably sober report on his journey to Mon-
golia in the 1250s noted that Mongols told him 
these “poor tribes stretching as far north as the 
cold permits” were not actually monsters, but 
were so poor that the Mongols made them supply 

labor instead of goods.11 The parrosites appear to 
be the permians (permiaks), well-documented in 
medieval source material and termed Barrosites 
by al-Idrisi in the twelfth century.12 The Samoyed 
people (nenets) are also well-documented Uralic- 
speaking people dwelling near the Arctic Ocean. 
Even Carpini’s far-fetched tales of parrosite eating 
habits seem to have their origin in truth. The 
Syrian al-Umari reported the account of a Muslim 
visitor that Finno-Ugric people of the “farthest 
northern regions” gathered bones and boiled 
them repeatedly, drinking the broth to extract 
any nutrients whatsoever.13 The Russian term 
“Samoyed” is thought to stem from the derogatory 
“self-eater,” suggesting hunger was a by-word 
among the northern tribes.

It should be no surprise that the Mongols sub-
jugated northern tribes up to the White Sea, par-
ticularly considering that novgorod had subju-
gated the area before the Mongol conquest. 
novgorodians had permanent stations on the 
Northern Dvina in 1137, were taxing the people 
on the pechora River by 1187, and they had a hold 
over the Kola peninsula and the Yughra on the 
Arctic Ocean by the early 1200s.14 Since novgorod 
itself submitted to the Mongols and paid taxes 
(something seldom reflected in recent maps), it 
seems improbable the Mongols would have 
simply ignored the novgorodians’ own subject 
peoples. norse sources support the view that the 
Mongols conquered up to the Arctic. The mid-thir-
teenth-century Saga of King haakon tells of how 
he Christianized and settled “many Bjarmir” in 
Malangen after they “fled from the east for the 
strife of the Tatars.”15 previously the norwegian 

► Fig. 3. The Mongol Empire’s border in William R. Shepherd, 
Historical Atlas (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1911, 
2nd ed.1923) Source:  University of Texas Libraries, accessed 
October 22, 2018,  http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/historical/
shepherd/mongol_dominions.jpg.

► Fig. 4. A free depiction of the Mongol Empire that appears 
to be using as a template the map found at Ulan Bator air-
port. Wikipedia. Wikimedia Commons, accessed: October 22, 
2018, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mongo-
lia_1500_AD.jpg.
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king had been making war or trading with Bjar-
maland.16 During the reign of haakon (1217–1263), 
datable Norwegian expeditions to Bjarmaland 
ceased abruptly, with the trade route from the far 
north to the Volga permanently abandoned.17 
Moreover, a mid-thirteenth-century Icelandic 
geographical treatise suddenly lists Tartararíki 
(Tartar kingdom) as being located north of 
Rúzaland (Russia).18 It seems obvious based on 
this data that we have to change what we think 
we know about Mongol conquests in the far north, 
but other historians have chosen to argue that 
there must have been no direct Mongol-permian 
contacts,19 or to advance the absurd notion that 
Tartararíki meant Russia in the norse sources.20 

Mongol penetration of the far north extended 
eastward judging from Russian folklore about a 
Mongol bogatyr’ (hero) from Veliky Ustyug21 and 
Marco polo’s account that when the Great Khan 
(Khubilai) wished to obtain peregrine falcon nest-
lings, he sent men north of Mongolia, and even 
far north of the Merkit lands in the forest zone, 
until they reached uninhabited mountains bor-
dering the Ocean Sea (Arctic Ocean). They even 
obtained gerfalcons from islands in the Arctic 
Ocean.22  polo also describes how Mongols peri-
odically entered the Land of Darkness (Siberia) 

east of Russia to rob the inhabitants. Reaching 
these settlements, the Mongols would “rob the 
people of everything they can lay their hands on,” 
before cleverly having their mares lead them back 
to foals that the Mongols had intentionally left on 
the borders.23

The Mongol willingness to push far north even 
into uninhabited regions is not surprising; it all 
relates to the third point, above, which relates to 
Mongol imperial ideology. The wording in Güyüg 
Khan’s letter to the pope in 1246 concisely trans-
mits the underlying premise: “From the rising of 
the sun to its setting, all the lands have been made 
subject to me.”24 Beyond language, this funda-
mental belief was also conveyed in symbols – a 
powerful symbolism that was missed by an out-
sider like Carpini. As the “solemn court” to en-
throne Güyüg began, when the Mongol leaders 
and foreign ambassadors gathered together 
around an enormous palisade and tent, Carpini 
noted that on the first day the Mongol chiefs all 
wore white velvet, then red on the second day, 
blue on the third, and brocade (baldaquin) on the 
fourth day.25 In the medieval Turkic directional 
system, white represented the west, red the south, 
blue the east, and black the north, while in the 
Mongolian system yellow (gold) could imply the 

► Fig. 5. A reimagined bordering of the Mongol Empire according to source evidence and the Mongols’ own stated imperial  
ideology. Created by S. Pow. Map data © 2018 Google.
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center or north.26 Certainly three of the cardinal 
directions were symbolized in this ceremony, so 
presumably the brocade was in keeping with the 
symbolic program, be it gold or black. The north 
was also part of the Mongol mandate of conquest 
in so far as it had value in resources and people. 
Al-Umari stated that the Golden horde’s dominion 
stretched along the Irtysh and to the Yughra of 
the Arctic Circle – Islamic traders visited them.27 
A Georgian chronicle records that when Batu de-
cided to find out how many troops he could draft, 
his officials journeyed “down to the Dark,” taking 
a census of his entire dominion.28 The “Land of 
Darkness” was part of the Jochi Khan’s patrimony 
– according to sources Chinggis Khan had origi-
nally ordered his eldest son to “bring under con-
trol all the lands to the north, from Ibir-Siber … 
to the Caspian straits.”29 If the Mongol imperial 
ideology claimed all lands – even uninhabited 
regions to the north – and if nobody was effec-
tively challenging their claims to authority, why 
do we not give them the benefit of the doubt and 
ascribe that territory to them? Is that merely a 
prerogative granted to later empires?     

To conclude, there is not enough evidence to 
precisely and reliably reconstruct a northern 
border for the Mongol Empire. There is admit-
tedly a degree of facetiousness in my proposal to 
remap it, but this exercise has helped expose 
problems with the tendency of modern historians 
to assign precise surface areas to historic empires. 
I argue there is enough evidence to suggest that 
the present ways of drawing the Mongols’ 
northern border do not do their empire justice. 
Several years ago, I was in Ulan Bator’s Chinggis 
Khan International Airport and saw an enormous 
map of the Mongol Empire on the wall. Rather 
than displaying a precise northern border, the 
empire seemed to simply stretch upward, its dark 
color blurring and fading out of sight as the map 
abruptly ended in the Arctic region (Fig. 4). I was 
skeptical at the time that this was patriotic exag-
geration, but as a result of the study here I tend 
to believe that the map is correct and probably 
one of the only depictions to ever conceptualize 
properly the Mongol polity’s relationship to the 
north.

To satisfy my curiosity and because the tech-
nology is widely available, I undertook an admit-
tedly crude and imprecise readjustment of the 

Mongol Empire’s borders according to the source 
evidence and reflecting the Mongols’ own impe-
rial ideology. It comes out to 36.5 million km2 (Fig. 
5), a full million square kilometers larger than 
the British Empire. A case can and should be 
made that the Mongol Empire was not simply the 
largest contiguous empire, but rather the largest 
empire, full stop. 
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